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Top Tips for Back Care

PREVENTION IS THE KEY

Exercise
To activate your
muscles and protect
your spine aim to
exercise for 30-40mins,
3-4 times a week.
Keeping in mind to stay
active most days.

Strengthen the
abdominal and
back muscles
To stabilise the ‘core’ and
to enable good posture
whilst standing and sitting.

Bend your knees
when lifting

Stand up and
stretch

Increase exercise
gradually

Every 30 minutes
whilst sitting at work to
counteract prolonged
sitting and slouched
postures (set an alarm).

Whether you’re
starting a new
exercise program,
trying something new,
increasing the intensity,
building in strength
training or spending
some time gardening!

Stretch out the
chest muscles
For 1 minute every day
to reverse the hunched
position of sitting (place
both arms either side
of a doorway, and
gently step through).

Extend the spine
Arch backwards for
1 minute every day for
the same reason. Try
lying over a swiss ball,
or foam roller.

Take it easy

Keep the back straight,
and hold items close
to your body, to avoid
increased strain on
your back.

First thing in the
morning as your body
tends to be less flexible
and more prone to
injury. So be aware
when getting out of
bed, driving or doing
any lifting. Try a few
light stretches when
you rise to loosen up
the body.

A supportive and
comfortable pillow
Is important – if you’re
a side sleeper you need a
thicker pillow, if you’re
a tummy sleeper you
need a narrower pillow.

Rotate your
mattress
Every time you wash
your sheets, flip your
mattress to ensure
even wearing and
support when sleeping.
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Don’t forget to exercise!
It’s the easiest and best
method of prevention
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